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ABSTRACT
The computer-simulated reality market – including Virtual Reality
(VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR) – has
begun to grow rapidly over the preceding years and has slowly
become a serious contender for use by the general population in
our everyday lives. Garnering promising investments from large
companies like Facebook (Meta), Microsoft, and Google,
computer-simulated reality is moving to a widely-adaptable
market that is starting to intertwine with e-commerce and
massively multiplayer online interactions. With growing
popularity, it is important the security of the computer-simulated
reality devices are evaluated, specifically their authentication
methods. These devices store and access sensitive information
continuously while they are in use. In order for these devices to
become widely-adopted, they need to have proper authentication
methods to prevent malicious attacks from stealing sensitive data
collected by these devices. The biometric authentication methods
gathered offer a potential alternative to current authentication
methods found in common devices now. Thus, offering a way to
secure VR/AR/MR devices so that computer-simulated
technology can expand into more markets.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and Privacy → Security Service → Authentication →
Biometric → Human-centered Computing → Human Computer
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the rate of advancements in VR, AR, and MR, it is only a
matter of time before these technologies play a role in our
everyday lives. In 2021, the global market size for

computer-simulated reality technology was valued at USD 21.83
billion [7]. This global market value is expected to grow rapidly
and garner even more popularity from different types of potential
markets. Not only is the average consumer heavily interested in
the latest VR technologies, but also other sectors of the market
including Aerospace & Defense, Enterprise, and Healthcare as
pictured in Figure 1.

Figure 1: VR Market share by application [7]

By peering into where computer-simulated reality devices
could find themselves over the next 10 years, this begs the
question: do these devices have proper security integrated into
them? These devices contain different sensors and functionality
that can collect sensitive information pertaining to the current
user. In cases of personal use, this threat to potentially important
information is less severe, however in a use-case of the healthcare,
retail, or defense industry, these devices need to be as secure as
possible. The leak of patient information, defense secrets, or
payment information is data that needs to be properly secured in
these devices.

The lack of authentication mechanisms in current
computer-simulated devices is worrisome in a field that wants to
advance this technology to e-commerce and other important
sectors. These devices could add a weak point to the attack
surface of many large companies, hence why it is important that
proper security is in these devices.
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The survey begins by evaluating where the current security of
computer-simulated reality devices stand and discussing their
security issues. The technique for obtaining and analyzing
relevant research is discussed in section 3. The evaluation of the
survey results is outlined in section 4. Following the evaluation, is
a discussion of the implications biometric security could have on
the computer-simulated reality field. Our survey of research
concludes in section 6.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
With the computer-simulated reality industry looking to grow into
widespread massively multiplayer online interactions and pushing
for a role in the e-commerce industry, it is important to assess
whether these technologies are secure enough for these endeavors.
Computer-simulated reality devices require access to a range of
sensitive data including your GPS location and
accelerometer/gyroscopic sensors in the headset or mobile device.
These devices lack secure authentication methods to ensure no
one can take your device and impersonate you. This survey
analyzes a possible solution to these issues with an exploration
into both initial and continuous biometric authentication for
computer-simulated reality devices. Biometric authentication
offers the possibility of a secure computer-simulated reality
environment where a user can keep their identity, personal
information, and devices safe from any malicious adversaries
aiming to take advantage of them.

3 APPROACH
To conduct our survey of research, it is important a clear and
concise method is used to collect research, filter it, evaluate it, and
draw conclusions. So-Hui Park et. al [6] heavily inspired our
survey technique as outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Technical method used by the survey team

To examine the greatest number of research papers, while
ensuring we are only reading ones relevant to the survey’s goal, a
method of searching and filtering was devised. Specific keywords
were used in Google Scholar to return the highest amount of
relevant research papers. The keywords used and total results
returned is described in Figure 3.

Initial
Keyword

Additional
Keywords

# of returned
results

# of results
selected

Virtual Reality

biometrics 26,300 5

authentication 73,300 3

biometric
authentication 16,500 8

Augmented
Reality

biometrics 21,700 2

authentication 38,500 5

biometric
authentication 6,740 10

Total: 183,040 33

Figure 3: Above table depicts the keywords, returned results, and
usable results from Google Scholar from the following keywords

3.1 Filtering Research
Once we compiled all of the possible research papers returned
from Google Scholar, we began sorting the research and removed
any papers that were deemed irrelevant to our survey goals. The
total number of papers after filtering are outlined in the Total row
in Figure 3. The team used three questions to determine whether a
research paper was relevant to the survey:

1. Does the research paper relate to computer-simulated reality?
2. Does the research paper focus on security topics related to

computer-simulated reality?
3. Is the security topic related to user authentication?
4. Is the authentication procedure specifically biometric

authentication?

If all 4 questions were fulfilled, then the research paper was
deemed relevant to the survey and added to the list of papers to
analyze. If all 4 questions were not met, then the paper was
removed from the survey. It is worth noting that biometric
authentication encompasses using any part of a human's biological
makeup that can be used to authenticate a user including voice
recognition, retinal scanning, kinesiological movements,
fingerprint scanning, and facial recognition. The total number of
results selected after filtering was 33, however after deciding
which results were duplicates, the final total was narrowed down
to 23 papers.

3.2 Research Examination
With a final collection of relevant papers, each paper then had to
be examined and summarized. To efficiently grasp the concept of
each paper and the relevance it provided, key portions from the
paper were used to summarize and evaluate it:
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1. Attack Model
2. Authentication Model
3. Issues and Exploits
4. Methods
5. Results

The authentication method’s attack model was first taken into
consideration and evaluated against the other papers. The less the
adversary has access to and the less known information they have
about the authentication mechanism or device, the better the
attack model. The authentication model was evaluated on it
having the best challenge-response structure; meaning the
authentication method with the hardest challenge for the adversary
to produce a response was evaluated higher than other
mechanisms with easier challenges for the adversary to produce a
response. The issues each research team ran into were
incorporated into the evaluation because these issues could be
possible weak points for exposing vulnerabilities. These issues
also could lead to challenges if the authentication mechanism
were to be implemented across the computer-simulated reality
field. The method of testing the authentication mechanism needed
to be thorough and sound in order to display the mechanism
works reliably in all use-cases; the more effective the
authentication method, the better outlook it provided on its
implementation into the computer-simulated reality field. Each
authentication method’s error rate and false succession rate was
evaluated to determine its effectiveness. Where the false rejection
rate (FRR) is the rate at which the authentication method fails to
authenticate a valid user, and the false acceptance rate (FAR) is
the rate at which the authentication method does authenticate an
invalid user.

3.3 Research Analysis
Analysis was carried out in order to draw conclusions pertaining
to the key idea of our survey. Based on previous criteria outlined
in section 3.2, each paper was rated on their effectiveness and
secureness of their biometric authentication method in
computer-simulated reality devices. Each authentication
mechanism was both compared against each other, and compared
against the current authentication mechanisms available to
VR/AR/MR devices now. It is important to note that not all of the
papers evaluated aimed to create an authentication method to
serve the purpose of securing computer-simulated reality devices.
Some of the papers designed malicious tools to attack aspects of
these devices, and then offered possible countermeasures using
biometrics; while others designed biometric authentication
methods to protect against an attack model they created. One
category of papers worked to highlight the vulnerabilities of these
devices, while the other devised authentication methods to secure
them, but both types of papers aid our survey. Specific evaluations
of the best performing authentication methods are discussed in
section 4.

4 EVALUATION
Consumers need to be informed about the data being collected by
VR/AR/MR devices and how it can be used from an adversarial
perspective. Computer-simulated reality devices are so
intertwined with the human user it opens the possibility of new
security issues. In the case of VR and AR devices, the human and
device work in symbiosis with one another. To function properly
and be secure, the device needs to know information about the
wearer and their environment. VR/AR/MR devices require
unprecedented access to a user’s environment in order for them to
operate in conjunction with the user. These devices need to utilize
cameras, gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometers, LiDAR,
and other external environment measuring sensors. With all of
these sensors, it grants computer-simulated devices unprecedented
access to both the user and their entire environment.

4.1 Vulnerabilities of the Metaverse
The Metaverse carries differences from current technology not yet
explored, however, like current technology, computer-simulated
devices take part in mass data collection through physical devices
and software. Like any other device, application, or software, the
Metaverse gathers personal information like user’s name, address,
birthdate, height, weight, sex, and other needed personally
identifiable information (PII). The dangers of the virtual world
can reveal other information like behavioral actions or
physiological aspects of a user [8].

With applications and devices that take advantage of VR,
AR, and MR devices, there are new risks introduced that need to
be secured. In order for these devices to function and act properly,
these devices need to know the relative location and motion of the
user’s head and body. This information is found through the usage
of multiple motion-based sensors, which together form the inertial
measurement unit data (IMU) [14]. Other sensors, such as
cameras, microphones, and fingerprint scanners, can be used to
capture information about a user’s face, fingerprint, eye,
keystrokes, touch gestures, voice, motions, and more [4]. All of
the readings gathered from these sensors are able to map and yield
accurate user movements to enhance the virtual experience. It is
important to point out that with the use of these virtual world
devices and biometric information they gather, it is possible to
interpret the user’s facial muscle patterns, gender, ethnic identity,
speech content, and bone-born vibrations[1]. Furthermore, the
IMU can be used to make inferences about the wearer to reveal
personal information related to their kinesiological actions while
using the device.

With the use of AR devices, time-stamped information of a
users’ activities, locations that a user may have visited, and even
the environments that the headset has regenerated in the device
can be uncovered [5]. Cameras within AR devices could be
tampered with and allow adversaries to unjustly spy on their
victims. The collection of other biometric information, like eye
tracking data and iris reading, create completely new and different
problems. With the use of iris scanners, it is possible for
adversaries with access to only one frame of a user’s iris to
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impersonate and hold the identity of another individual [3]. This
iris scan could even be used to even gain access to personal
identifiable information, physical assets, and other areas of value.

To emphasize the importance of securing these
computer-simulated reality devices, researchers have begun to
showcase AR/VR headset attacks. One such test, labeled
Face-Mic, focused on attacking zero-permission motion sensors to
capture a user’s speech and PII. Microphones require explicit use
permission from the user, whereas motion sensors do not since
they are a primary sensor needed for computer-simulated reality
devices to function. The attack used the motion sensor to capture
facial muscle movements and bone-born vibrations; which was
then used to extract a user’s gender, identification, and speech by
examining the relationship between bone-borne vibrations/facial
movements and speech [1]. The storing and handling of biometric
information related to the user calls for security mechanisms to be
in place to protect this data from being exploited by adversaries.

4.2 Authentication Mechanisms
Authentication mechanisms need to evolve with the industry,
meaning passwords and PIN numbers will no longer be the most
efficient and secure when discussing virtual, augmented, and
mixed-reality equipment devices. Researchers have pinpointed
biometric data as a possibility to creating a secure metaverse.
However, there are still several challenges to overcome in order to
make biometric authentication  accurate, yet secure.

Behavioral and physiological aspects of an individual are not
typically shared on a day to day basis in the current landscape of
technology. Thus, there is a great need for authentication,
especially in sectors where this technology is used to help the
public sector. For now, virtual, mixed, and augmented reality
systems are being used for individual means, for either personal or
commercial use. Personal usage systems, such as Meta Quest 2,
have little to no security measures or authentication mechanisms.
This practice is not wise and is of great concern for the future, as
these devices make their way into sectors with a higher risk for
exploitation. For example, when VR/AR use becomes widespread
in the healthcare and defense industries, there will be an urgency
for better authentication due to the highly sensitive information
these industries have access to. When VR/AR/MR devices
become involved in handling sensitive data there will be a clear
increase in interest by malicious actors. As of now, research
shows that the current authentication measures being applied to
non-VR/AR/MR systems are being applied to the VR/AR/MR
devices [9]. Researchers have tried to explain how these solutions
are the way to a secure future, but there is great opposition to
these sentiments.

In a virtual reality context, users would use their controllers,
joysticks, and buttons to manipulate the environment and enter a
password. Virtual reality headsets do not use a physical keyboard
as a part of their peripheral make-up. Thus, with the use of
passwords in a virtual world context, there may be an increase of
less-complex, easy-to-guess passwords. Long, confusing

passwords will take exponentially longer to type in without the
use of a physical keyboard, leading to a negative impact on user
experience. Thus resulting in the use of easy, quick-to-guess
passwords and PIN numbers. Overall, the PIN number and
password approach is not secure enough and there is a great need
for stronger and more accurate solutions in order to protect a
user’s sensitive data in the computer-simulated reality
environment.

Figure 4: Current Mechanisms in Place to Authenticate in Virtual
Reality

Due to the lack of current solutions, this topic of new
authentication mechanisms has been a major topic for research.
The key to a prosperous and secure future within the virtual space,
that is the Metaverse, is the use of biometric authentication on all
devices used to access the virtual environment. By using
biometric verification, users are able to be consistently, accurately,
and constantly authenticate, something that cannot be offered by
the present solutions of  password/PIN authentication.

4.2.1 Bone Conduction Authentication - Bone conduction can be
described as the transmission of the propagation of waves through
bone tissue. Authentication using bone conduction would occur
by cross-checking a past conduction baseline with the user’s
current result [10]. The accuracy of this authentication method is
reliant on the specific bone that is used. A proposed solution by
researchers would be to broadcast audio through a bone
conduction speaker, where the signal would change once it passes
through one’s head. Specific characteristics of the wearer, like
their body tissues, cartilage, fluids, and their fluid’s location,
would reveal who the wearer is, and if they are authenticated to
use the device. In some early tests of bone conduction as a means
of authentication, researchers found that proper authentication
took place 97% of the time, for both the measures of identification
and authentication [11].

However, the technology for bone conduction authentication
may need improvement as during many of these experiments, test
subjects were in rooms without background noise, meaning
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signals were not impacted at all [11]. Another key area of concern
in this study, is the relatively high rates of false positives and
negatives. The FRR measured was 6.9% and the FAR measured
was also 6.9% in this study[11]. In another study, where bone
conduction authentication was conducted on the wrist, both FAR
and FRR were approximately 0.7% [10].

From these results, conclusions can be made that the wrist
authentication mechanism is more reliable, but many companies
have stated that VR/MR/AR is looking to evolve in terms of
hardware. The evolution of the computer-simulated reality devices
will lead to a space where less physical device mechanisms are
optimal. Thus, in order to attain these better metrics, there is a
need for more sensors and physical hardware. Therefore, there is a
key need for research into the field and further experiments on
skull-based bone conduction techniques in order to get these false
negative and positive rates down. However besides these
challenges, the past and present research shows that authentication
via interpreting bone conduction produces promising results for
authentication for devices that require headsets.

From a security perspective, bone conduction readings must
be made private and secure. If adversaries were able to gain
access to records containing user’s bone conduction readings, then
there is concern that the manipulation of these signals could take
place in order to benefit the adversary. Having access to a user’s
bone conduction readings benefits the adversary in cases where
they are attempting to access a user’s system or determine PII
information about the user.

Figure 5: Bone Conduction Mechanism is described as audio is
transmitted from the front of the skull to back - Referenced from
[11]: “SkullConduct: Biometric User Identification on Eyewear
Computers Using Bone Conduction Through the Skull”

In order to limit these occurrences, researchers have stated that
noise must be added to readings found on these sensors to
mitigate listening attacks. In these attacks adversaries can employ
viruses or malware to hack into these sensors and broadcast their
readings. By adding noise to the bone conduction data before it is
stored, the data would essentially be scrambled, decreasing the
probability that leaked data could be used to employ an attack on

the user’s system or information. Researchers suggested adding
padding of a higher density in order to absorb more vibrations,
thus resulting in a greater challenge for the adversary to read the
user’s bone conduction profile while they are using the device [1].

4.2.2 Optic Based Authentication - The eyes, specifically the
retina and iris, can be used to authenticate individuals. Since
cameras are involved and needed with AR technology, this
solution seems to be very plausible and realistic, as the equipment
could be leveraged for both functionality and security. In terms of
retinal scanning, the authentication method is largely based on
reading the blood vessel pattern within the eyes [12]. Like a
fingerprint, the blood vessel formation in a pair of eyes is unique
to every person. To perform a retinal scan, a picture is taken with
a fundus camera. Then, features from the image are extracted and
compared with features from past scans. One team was able to
produce retinal scans that achieved an accuracy of 99% and an
FAR and FRR of 0.006%[22].

Iris scanning is another optic-based authentication method
that offers an alternative to retinal scanning. In this approach, an
infrared imaging system is used to capture a scan of the user’s iris.
However, to perform a scan and analyze an iris image, the eye
needs to be in a perfect alignment in order that the specific
characteristics of the eye can be captured for analysis and
processing. Once in this position, the device takes an image and
begins analysis and matching of its characteristics, including the
iris pattern [13]. One research studying the classification of iris
images using a hybrid of Fourier transformations with Bernstein
polynomials yielded promising results. Their hybrid classification
algorithm produced an accuracy of 97% with an FAR of ≤ 0.5%
and an FRR of ≤ 0.6%[21]. In terms of usability in the
computer-simulated reality field, other research has concluded
that images of irises as low as 50-60 pixels in size can yield a 90%
recognition rate [3]. Thus, from an authentication perspective, the
use of eyes through either retinal or iris scanning is a very
effective and accurate mechanism even using poor image quality.
Which could prove to be beneficial if the quality of imaging
inside VR/AR/MR headsets are poor.

In order for retinal scans to be used, there is a need for a
fundus camera, which can be costly. This is important to take into
account as the production of these AR or VR devices may not
already support this type of camera technology. Another challenge
iris scanning faces is the need for the eye to be very close to the
camera. This challenge may impact how and future devices are
designed to incorporate iris scanning as an authentication method.
Overall, from a functionality standpoint, iris scanning may be a
more plausible solution to biometric authentication for the next
generation of computer-simulated reality devices. From a security
perspective, it is important to understand that these images of
irises and retinas can be stolen and used to bypass authentication
mechanisms. Thus, it is important, if iris scanning is chosen as the
methodology, that these images are protected and held private.
Researchers suggested using filters to reduce the quality of the
scans and frames of the iris. This practice would be used to stop
the clear capturing of images of the iris by adversaries, however
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the quality of the iris image needs to remain at a high enough
level to maintain an efficient enough authentication success rate
for iris scanning to be viable[3].

4.2.3 Kinesiological Authentication - Kinesiological movements
are mechanical body movements unique to individuals. With the
help of machine learning algorithms, user verification from
kinesiological movements can be used to verify users in
computer-simulated reality environments[2]. Motion and
gait-based authentication mechanisms provide a key advantage to
its wearer, as there is no active, explicit action a user needs to
perform. Authentication can be observed by devices through the
regular movement and walking of an individual. In current
authentication implementations, like the use of PIN numbers and
passwords, explicit user input is needed to validate a user. With
this mechanism, an opportunity arises of innate, continuous
authentication with no explicit user inputs.

This authentication mechanism can be achieved by a variety
of ways using cameras, radio signals, floor sensors, and wearable
sensors [15]. VR/AR/MR devices would utilize their wearable
sensors in the headset and controllers. With the sensors in the
headset devices, the gyroscopes and accelerometers would be able
to measure the movements in an individual’s pace and step.
Researchers in one study have found that gait-based
authentication mechanisms have a 97.3% recognition accuracy
and a 3.5% equal error rate (EER) in smart-watch technology, and
these percentages can be improved with better technology and
more research [15]. Due to the overlap in sensors and other
information reading systems, these authentication mechanisms
can be applied to computer-simulated reality devices. Another
great benefit to this implementation involves the consistency of
the placement of the device. Based on the architecture and design
of most computer-generated reality devices, there is always a
headset component. Thus, the orientation and placement of the
sensors would not be impacted from time to time, as these two
factors remain constant across computer-simulated reality
devices[15].

Figure 6: The types of data that can be taken from the sensors in
wearable technology and applied to authenticate users -
Referenced from [16]: “GaitCode: Gait-based continuous
authentication using multimodal learning and wearable sensors”

Possible challenges to the implementation of the motion and
gait-based biometric verification mechanism include the need for
an individual to move for a reading to take place [5]. Furthermore,
if continuous authentication using kinesiological movements is

desired, then activities performed while wearing VR/AR/MR
devices must include the movement of the user. Gait and
motion-based sensors require an individual to be mobile and have
the ability to walk and move. Thus, this solution is not accessible
for all individuals who desire to use VR/AR/MR devices [5]. The
variability of height and weight across users is another drawback
kinesiological authentication faces [5]. With changes in these
factors, sensor readings may be impacted and fail to provide clear
and concise authentication. Thus, it is recommended that
motion-based authentication mechanisms be a complementary
authentication measure in conjunction with another method
simultaneously.

4.2.4 Voice and Touch-Based Authentication - Voice and
touch-based authentication mechanisms provide another
alternative to protect individuals' sensitive data. Touch-based
authentication through the use of fingerprint scanning and other
mechanisms has seen widespread adoption among devices like
smartphones, personal computers, and desktop computers. In
previous studies, the false acceptance rate of an individual was
0.01%, and the false rejection rate was 1.4% [17].

Other types of touch-based authentication have been
proposed, such as the analysis of an individual’s touch patterns. In
another study, research was conducted on touch-based gesture
biometric authentication mechanisms for mobile devices. The
touch gestures consisted of different patterns either generated by
users or commonly used ones set by the experiment, and these
gestures were performed on a touch screen with no fingerprint
sensors. Thus, touch patterns were analyzed only. On average,
there was a false negative and positive rate of about 4.9% for all
gestures, which can also be referred to as the equal error rate [20].
Therefore, it can be understood that in terms of authentication
performance, there is a drop off in false negatives and positives,
when looking at touch pattern analysis as a means for
authentication. Thus, fingerprint scanning is an accurate, scalable,
proven, and realistic mechanism for biometric authentication on
all types of devices, including VR/MR/AR devices. Thus, the
addition of touch-based scanners would provide a great benefit for
the security of this new platform.

In terms of voice-based authentication, this mechanism
would work similarly to fingerprint analysis, where certain
characteristics of an individual's voice are extracted and used to
identify them. Recently there have been studies to use voice as a
means of authentication, providing continuous authentication. In
one such study, virtual assistants, like Google Home, Siri, and
Alexa, were looked at in order to secure them. To secure them, a
solution of voice authentication was brought up in order to restrict
the openness of the method. In this research study was tested with
a variety of languages, a 97% accuracy was found, along with a
less than 0.1% false positive rate. Within this study, the false
negative rate was not made known, but said to be less than 5%
[23]. These principles, applied to virtual assistants, can be used in
the computer-simulated reality sector, as microphones are used as
a key tool in this analysis. However, the notion that speech and
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voice can be a reliable method of showing uniqueness from
individual to individual has been challenged by researchers.

Scientists have explained that the utilization of recording
devices and the methodology of speech analysis cannot be used to
uniquely identify individuals. It has been demonstrated that
individual’s voices can change over time and some individuals
have the ability to voluntarily alter and disguise their voices [18].
Furthermore, voice-based authentication requires an optimal
environment for measurement; an environment unfit for
voice-based authentication can impact the accuracy of the
authentication system. Researchers also argue that the quality of
sound from a speech sample may be impacted with the usage of a
microphone that cannot be regulated by the overall system [18]. In
the case of virtual, augmented, or mixed reality, this would not be
an issue, unless a user utilizes an external microphone instead of
the built-in microphone provided by the device. Other possible
complications include illness. A user that contracts a
voice-altering illness would prove to be challenging for
voice-based authentication because the characteristics of the
user’s voice changes on a short timeline. Minding the challenges,
speech and voice recognition is recognized as another area of
future research that can be made into a reliable authentication
mechanism. Researchers have begun to draw awareness to voices
and speech pattern analysis, as machine learning developments
could be leveraged to provide identification, validation, and
authentication of users for the future[5].

5 DISCUSSION
From the evaluated biometric authentication methods, each with
their positives and negatives, it is important to evaluate them
against both each other and current authentication methods in use
by computer-simulated reality devices today.

5.1 Potential For Research/Attackers
It is worth discussing the creativity of both authentication
methods and attack patterns associated with the use of biometrics.
We found using bone conduction as a means for authentication to
be a novel idea, which sparked the discussion of how many
developing authentication methods can spring out of developer
and engineer creativity. With that said, adversaries also employ
their creativity to find new ways to manipulate the sensors found
in headsets for malicious purposes. The aforementioned Face-Mic
attack was of concern to us, notably because it uses an attack
vector that is difficult to prepare for. Adversaries can and will
exploit anything available to them in order to achieve their goals.
With the wide variety of sensors used in AR/VR/MR headsets, the
principle of easiest penetration is a cause of concern. A typical
user setup has many sensors which all pose as windows of
opportunities for hackers to exploit.

Figure 7: Image depiction of the Face-Mic attack - referenced
from [1]: “Face-Mic: inferring live speech and speaker identity
via subtle facial dynamics captured by AR/VR motion sensors”

5.2 Application of Best Practices
It is imperative for developers and engineers to apply existing best
practices in regards to cybersecurity. The violation of simple
practices can cause immense damage to affected parties. As an
example, we present the recent biometric data breach of Biostar 2,
a security platform owned by Suprema used to authenticate
employees. The biometric data breach occurred in 2019, with 28
million records of 1 million unique users around the world found
vulnerable [19]. Researchers uncovered extremely sensitive
information such as facial photos, fingerprints, unencrypted
usernames and passwords, and staff data. In addition, these
researchers were able to manipulate records by adding new data
or modifying existing data. The data was found because the
biometric information was stored largely unencrypted and
unsecured. Best practices, such as hashing or encrypting the
records in the database and securing the database itself, should
have already been in place to prevent this breach. In addition,
companies should be ready to quickly patch security
vulnerabilities and bugs that will no doubt arise.

5.3 Unchangeability of Biometric Data
The exponential issues caused by the breach of biometric
information needs to be included in the discussion of using
biometric authentication methods. Biometric information, once
exposed, cannot be changed in the same fashion that a stolen
username and/or password can. Once an adversary has a user’s
biometrics, they will forever have that user’s sensitive
identification information. This poses extreme pressure on
companies to properly handle biometric data records in secure
storage. In addition, users should exercise caution and judgment
before sharing biometrics with any party. The data shared must
satisfy a need, and alternatives should be explored before having
to share biometric authentication. Users also need to verify the
reputability of the receiver in order to ensure that their data will be
safe from any adversaries. This aspect also comes down to user’s
doing their own due diligence; user’s need to be educated on how
to avoid common attacks like phishing that could result in them
sending their biometric information to unreputable sources.
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5.4 Variance of Results Across Research
During our survey, our team evaluated and analyzed a range of
different authentication methods that produced varying results, but
aimed to achieve the same goal. The specific sources discussed in
this survey have multiple equally important counterparts that
produced varying, yet similar results. This variance is produced
by the particular method, technology, or algorithm these research
teams employed. As an example, there are multiple studies of
authentication using the iris of the eye. Each of these studies
produce varying accuracy rates, false acceptance rates, and false
rejection rates. Although this is one example from our survey, the
team observed this across many of the different authentication
methods that involved multiple paths to the same goal. Therefore,
we cannot conclude the efficiency of one singular authentication
method discussed in this survey, because there are so many
studies similar to it. The best our survey aims to do is evaluate
each biometric-focused authentication subset and determine an
overall outlook on the specific technology and its use in the
computer-simulated reality field.

5.5 Comparison of Authentication Methods
Table 5.5.1 in the appendix displays a comparison of the biometric
authentication mechanisms only presented in this paper. Our
evaluation metrics include accuracy, false acceptance rate, false
rejection rate, usability, security risk mitigation technique(s), and
any additional notes deemed significant for comparison. As we
stated in section 5.4, the metrics shown in table 5.5.1 do not
reflect all authentication method variants for each subset of
biometric authentication.

5.6 Omitted Authentication Methods
After the application of our survey methods, our group has
analyzed five methods of biometric authentication that could be
used in AR/VR/MR headsets. It is important to discuss that these
are not the only authentication methods available; however, we
deemed them to be the most feasible for use in
computer-simulated reality headsets. Omitted authentication
methods that were researched include:

● Keystroke Recognition
● Signature Recognition
● DNA Recognition

Keystroke recognition was omitted by our team due to the
impracticality of requiring an extra peripheral by the user.
Requiring additional physical equipment for the express purpose
of authentication did not make sense for a computer-simulated
reality device and could negatively affect the user experience. Our
team decided to omit signature recognition as a potential
authentication method because it is easily victimized by listening
attacks and has the potential for lazy users to produce easily
identifiable signatures. Adversaries employing malware to the
device could easily gather data during authentication and replicate
the user’s signature. DNA based authentication was omitted from
our survey due to its expensive costs associated with providing the

needed equipment for verification into computer-simulated reality
devices.

6 WORK DISTRIBUTION
As a survey of existing research, our work distribution mainly
involved splitting off a fair amount of papers for each member to
examine, as well as ensuring an equal amount of time spent on
documentation. All members shared responsibility in conducting
analysis of research papers. Zachary Russell was responsible for
the abstract, introduction with problem statement, and approach.
Brian Lasher was responsible for the evaluation and appendix
results compilation. John Mulloor was responsible for the
discussion and conclusion. All members were flexible and
contributed to various sections as the project progressed.

7 CONCLUSION
The growth of AR, VR, and MR has demonstrated a need for
computer-simulated reality devices to be properly secured. This
paper evaluates biometric authentication as a mechanism for user
authentication through the use of five different authentication
schemes: bone conduction, optics, kinesthetics, voice, and touch.
Accuracy rate, false rejection rate, false acceptance rate, and user
accessibility were just some of the metrics used for the evaluation
of the various mechanisms. Discussion involving future research
provided a promising future for biometric authentication in
computer-simulated reality devices, and cautions on the sensitivity
of biometric information provided insight that needs to be taken
into consideration when implementing these authentication
mechanisms. Proper data handling and user due diligence are of
utmost importance, or else severe consequences will arise.

We conclude by stating that biometric authentication can be
safely used as a means to secure user AR/VR/MR headsets if:

● Mitigation tactics (filters, padding, noise) are applied
● Companies exercise best practices for biometric data storage,

and provide support for security bugs and leaks
● Users are careful with their sensitive information

The future of this space shows promise for growth and
improvement, and further research should be analyzed as new
technology and ideas emerge.
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APPENDIX
Table 5.5.1 compares the discussed authentication methods
referenced in the survey.
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Table 5.5.1: Comparison of Discussed Authentication Methods

Reference Authentication
Mechanism Accuracy

False Acceptance
Rate

(False Negatives)

False Rejection
Rate

(False Positives)

Risk
Mitigation
Technique

Notes

SkullConduct
[11]

Bone Conduction

97% 6.9% 6.9%

Incorporate
additional
padding in
headsets to
prevent listening
attacks

Mask stored
bone conduction
data using a
noise pattern

Needs further
research into the
effects of the
external
environment on
the reading.

Accuracies
based off small
sample sizes

WristConduct
[10] 97-98%* 0.7% 0.7%

Iris Image
Recognition

[21]
Optic-Based

97% ≤ 0.5% ≤ 0.6%
Utilize a filter to
dampen the
quality of the iris
image

Eye diseases &
contact lenses
could create
complications

Reveals health
information
about the user

Retinal
Authentication

[12]
99% 0.006% 0.006%

Bio-Move [2] Kinesiological 98.6% 0.00032% 1.3% N/A

Not accessible to
immobile users

Requires
constant
movement by
users in order
for constant
authentication to
take place
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VAuth [23] Voice 97% < 5% < 0.1% N/A

Can be affected
by the quality of
the environment
and any illness
producing
voice-altering
symptoms.

The use of
external
peripherals
could affect
accuracy

Not accessible
by the vocally
impaired

The study did
not specify the
exact false
negative rate -
just emphasized
that it was less
than 5%

Fingerprint
Reading

[17]

Touch

N/A 0.01% 1.4% N/A

Proven secure
and efficient by
previous
technological
implementations

TouchID [20] N/A 4.9% 4.9% N/A

Fairly high false
negative and
positive rates,
better
touch-based
authentication
mechanisms
besides this one

*WristConduct tested two different methods for identification, support vector machines and artificial neural networks, which produced two different
accuracies that fall in the range described


